Company One Theatre builds community at the intersection of art and social change.

C1’s Sustainers Circle provides invaluable support for Company One Theatre, Boston’s theatre for the people! While gifts of all sizes are appreciated, Sustainers Circle contributors make a three-year commitment to give an annual minimum gift of $2,500 to ensure C1 has the funding it needs to develop new programs, support artists, and create more spaces to connect art and social justice. Company One Theatre is growing fast and C1 Sustainers are at the heart of building the C1 community.

**Become a C1 Sustainer**

As a Sustainers Circle contributor, your multi-year commitment has a deep impact!

**Why a three-year commitment?**
- Multi-year commitments show a deep investment in C1’s future and its impact on our communities with every class, workshop, convening, and production created!
- C1 is able to plan for program growth, long term artist engagement and anticipate equitable staffing needs with strength & certainty as a result of multi-year funding.
- Three years is the average length of time it takes C1 to bring a new play from the spark of an idea to a fully realized production. Sustainer investments allow us to invest in more playwrights and new narratives, giving artists time to collaborate and craft plays that speak directly to our Boston communities.

**What does my Sustainers Circle contribution support?**

Generous Sustainers have given annual gifts of $2,500, $5,000 and $25,000. Each gift level is meaningful and invites conversation and collaboration with C1 leadership. Depending on the focus of each supporter, funds can be invested in:
- deepening our community work to affect real change and impact within the city
- expanding our education work to serve more schools and students
- Investing in the generative artists and culture-makers through the creation of new plays with and for our local communities
- Supporting the health and livelihood of our hardworking, mission-driven staff
- ...And any of Company One’s programs that speak to you!

**What will Sustainers Circle Contributors receive?**

- A signed three-to-five year agreement and welcome letter from our leadership team
- Individual conversation & collaboration with C1 leadership
- Invitations to special events & Access to our Community Action Newsletter
- A personal contact to provide updates on C1 programs and the impact of your gift
- Recognition as a C1 Sustainer on C1’s website and production programs
- An annual gift receipt summarizing your giving for the tax year

If you’re interested in joining C1’s Sustainers Circle, please contact C1 Development Manager Jessie Baxter at development@companyone.org today!